**METHOD OF ESTABLISHMENT** | **ABBREVIATION** | **NUMERIC CODE** |
--- | --- | --- |
ACRE | AC | 20 |
ACRE - NATIVE SOD | AC | 19 |
ACRE - ORGANIC | AC | 21 |
ACRE - TRANSITIONAL ORGANIC | AC | 16 |
HEAD | HEAD | 17 |
HEAD - ORGANIC | HEAD | 18 |
HEAD - TRANSITIONAL ORGANIC | HEAD | 15 |
LINEAR FEET | LN/FT | 96 |
LINEAR FEET - ORGANIC | LN/FT | 97 |
LINEAR FEET - TRANSITIONAL ORGANIC | LN/FT | 90 |
NUMBER | NUM | 95 |
NUMBER - ORGANIC | NUM | 93 |
NUMBER - TRANSITIONAL ORGANIC | NUM | 88 |
OTHER | OTHER | 99 |
OTHER - ORGANIC | OTHER | 98 |
OTHER - TRANSITIONAL ORGANIC | OTHER | 91 |
PLANT | PLANT | 22 |
PLANT - ORGANIC | PLANT | 25 |
PLANT - TRANSITIONAL ORGANIC | PLANT | 24 |
SQUARE FEET | SQ/FT | 23 |
SQUARE FEET - ORGANIC | SQ/FT | 26 |
SQUARE FEET - TRANSITIONAL ORGANIC | SQ/FT | 27 |
WEIGHT | WT | 94 |
WEIGHT - ORGANIC | WT | 92 |
WEIGHT - TRANSITIONAL ORGANIC | WT | 89 |